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1. Introduction
Writing is employed by humans in order to communicate, exchange ideas or store facts and
descriptions. A well known Latin phrase is “verba volant, scripta manent” i.e. “spoken words
fly away, written words remain”. Humans in prehistoric years, used figurations to describe
several events and express their fear or their admiration, the ancient Egyptians used
papyrus to write down their ideas and the Chinese, in 11th Century, went beyond
handwriting using typography with moveable type to create multiple copies of their
documents. Through centuries typography has evolved and nowadays is one of the major
manners to exchange ideas and information.
Using computers, typography and the way we write has changed radically. We have a
plethora of software tools, e.g. for writing a plain text (like NotePad in MS Windows), word
processors (e.g. Open Office) for text editing as well as for more elegant visual appearance
of the documents and professional tools for the creation of posters, advertisements e.t.c. (e.g.
Adobe’s Tools and Editors). Utilising these tools, computer users have the ability not only to
write a plain text, but also to format the text and arrange it in the page. In newspapers, for
example, the page designer distinguishes the title from the body of text at the top of the
page or the article, with larger font size. Also, when an editor wishes to emphasize a specific
word or phrase he uses bold or italics typesetting. A writer can convey a message, a felling
or an idea not only by the meaning of the content but also by the way the text is visually
presented to the reader. Page layout affects the way a newspaper is read (Holmqvist &
Wartenberg, 2005; Holmberg, 2004; Küpper, 1989; Wartenberg & Holmqvist, 2005).
The use of the WWW and the web page creation and design, introduced a new perception
for the meaning of documents and publishing. In web pages, the text and background
combinations have impact on the readability and aesthetics (Porat et al., 2007; Richard
& Patrick, 2004; Hill & Scharff, 1997) and a well designed graphical web document can be
reader friendly (Borchers et al., 1996).
Humans express their emotions in every personal or social occasion. Everything they do or
make is followed by or follows an emotional expression. For example, some people are afraid
of being among many people. So they act accordingly by avoiding congestion. If they
cannot, they are feeling anxious and nervous. Another example of the role of the emotions in
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our life is that people find themselves to be more productive when they are happy than when
being depressed or unhappy. Thus emotions play a significant role in our daily life.
But, what are emotions? There are theories that are trying to answer this question (James,
1884; Cornelius, 2000; Narayanan & Alwan, 2004) and set additional questions like which is
the optimum theory to explain emotions and how can those be measured (Scherer, 2005).
This chapter aims to present how emotions can be used in Artificial Intelligence, for the
automated extraction of the reader’s emotional states. Starting with a survey on the basic
theories on emotions, a sort description of the existing experimental procedures for
measuring emotions follows. We present the Self Assessment Manikin Test (Lang, 1985) as a
tool for modelling reader’s emotions and emotional states such as “Pleasure”, ”Arousal”
and ”Dominance” (Tsonos et al., 2008). In the second part of the chapter there is a sort
description of what typography is, what typographic elements are used in documents and
how they affect the reader emotionally. In the third part we propose a system architecture
for the automated extraction of readers’ emotional state along with the necessary steps that
should be followed during its implementation.

2. Emotions and emotional states
Through the years, several studies and theories on emotions have emerged. In this section,
we describe four theories - approaches on emotions. The theoretical survey helps to
understand and investigate how reader’s emotions and emotional states are affected by text
typography, how these emotions can be measured and the optimum experimental
procedure that can be used for modelling emotions.
2.1 Theories on emotions and emotional states
Emotional theories are classified as:
•
the Darwinian Theory,
•
the Jamesian Theory,
•
the Cognitive Theory,
•
the Social Constructivist Theory.
The Darwinian Theory assumes that emotions “are evolved phenomena with important
survival functions that have been selected for because they have solved certain problems we
have faced as species” (Cornelius, 2000). All organisms sharing an evolutionary past should
share the same emotions as well. The emotions should be analyzed in terms of their
functionality and survival value (Cornelius, 2000; Narayanan & Alwan, 2004).
According to the Jamesian Theory, “bodily changes follow directly the perception of the
exciting fact and our feeling of the same changes as they occur is the emotion” (James, 1884).
James’s belief on emotions is that, we experience emotions because our bodies have evolved
to respond automatically and adaptively to features of the environment that have survivalrelated significance to us. Our bodies respond first and our experience of these changes
constitutes what we call emotion (Cornelius, 2000). In this approach, if we consider a system
that is a “black box”, the stimulus (e.g. document, speech) is considered to be the input of
the system while the output is the bodily change. Thus, we can change someone’s emotions
as we like just by changing the stimulus. (Narayanan & Alwan, 2004)
The Cognitive Theory proposes that “every emotion has associated with it a particular
pattern of appraisal is that if the appraisal is changed, the emotion should change as well”
(Cornelius, 2000). The thought and emotions cannot be separated, and what one feels
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depends in how one understands and judges the events. Emotions result from mental
activity. (Cornelius, 2000; Narayanan & Alwan, 2004).
Finally, according to the Social Constructivist Theory, culture and social rules play a key
role in the organization of emotions at a variety of levels. The last two theories are closely
related, and the development of thoughts is tightly connected to culture and social status
(Narayanan & Alwan, 2004).
2.2 Experimental procedures for emotional state extraction
According to Scherer, emotion is defined as “an episode of interrelated, synchronized
changes in the states of all or most of the five organismic subsystems in response to the
evaluation of an external or internal stimulus event as relevant to major concerns of the
organism” (Scherer, 2005).
Psychologists have developed several tools and experimental procedures that can measure
emotions. They can be categorized into Free Response Measurement and Forced Choice
Response Measurement.
Using Free Response Measurement, the participants of an experimental procedure are asked
to respond with freely chosen labels or short expressions that characterize the nature of the
emotional state they experienced. Using this procedure, instructors and researchers may
face problems, like in case where the participants may not be able to express their emotions
due to the use of inappropriate labels or the limited range of their vocabulary that may
constrain their responses. Also, it is quite difficult to statistically analyze free responses
(Scherer, 2005). Researchers sort numerous free responses into a small number of emotion
categories using synonyms and resemblances. It is not a standard experimental procedure
but efforts have been made towards standardizing the emotional labels.
Forced Choice Response Measurement can be subdivided (Scherer, 2005) into a) Discrete
Emotion approach and b) Emotion Dimensions approach.
In Discrete Emotion approach, the participants are asked to assess their emotions using
verbal expressions that best describe their emotions or provide feedback on a 3 to 5-point
scale indicating whether the emotion experienced was weak or strong or use an analog scale
to indicate the intensity of an experienced emotion.
There is a standardized measurement procedure for this type of experiments, but many
researchers prefer to develop their own emotional categories. Such approaches result to
mismatched categories that may present problems concerning the comparability of the
results (Scherer, 2005). There are also problems in cross-study statistical analyses due to the
abundance of missing data.
The participants in Emotion Dimensions procedure, are asked to denote how positive
(pleasant) or negative (unpleasant) and how aroused (excited) or calm they feel. The
emotions can be mapped using the bi-dimensional space of Pleasure-Arousal. This method
is very simple, straightforward and reliable (Scherer, 2005). Also, simple or advanced single
study or cross-study statistical analyses can be obtained in contrast with the Free Response
Measurement and Discrete Emotion approach. In this case it is difficult to differentiate the
intensity of the feeling from body excitation (Scherer, 2005).

3. Emotional state assessment using the Self-Assessment Manikin test
3.1 The S.A.M. test
The Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) Test was introduced in 1985 by P.J. Lang (Lang, 1985).
The SAM procedure came up as a test for the assessment of advertisements (Bagozzi et al.,
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1999). It offers the ability to avoid the verbal expression of the emotion assessment, so it
establishes a quick and easy to use experimental procedure. Also, having a pictorial
assessment rather than a verbal one makes SAM test cross–cultural and languageindependent (Morris, 1995).
The test assesses the emotional states of the participants. These states are “Pleasure”,
“Arousal” and “Dominance” (The SAM test is also known as “PAD test” the initials of each
emotional state). Synonyms are used for the expression of the PAD dimensions. “Pleasure”
can be replaced by “valence” and “evaluation”, “Arousal” by “activation” and “activity”
and “Dominance” by “power” and “potency”. In our study we used the initial verbal
expressions of the three dimensions.
Using the three-dimensional space of emotional states, we are able to map them into specific
emotions. A well-known example is the Russell’s circumplex (Scherer, 2005). The two
dimensions of “Pleasure” and “Arousal” are represented on a X-Y grid respectively. Russell
placed the verbal expressions of the emotions on the grid. Figure 1 illustrates the emotional
wheel with the verbal semantic mapping of the emotions.

Fig. 1. The verbal expressions of the emotions placed on the Pleasure–Arousal grid
according to Russell
Another version of emotional wheel is the Geneva Emotion Wheel (GEW) introduced as an
experimental tool (Scherer, 2005; Bänziger et al., 2005). A computer screen of the GEW is
presented in Figure 2.
How do we assess the emotional states and how do these values derive and can be
presented on an X-Y grid? The SAM test, as it is described, can “produce” the values of the
Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance dimensions.
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Fig. 2. A computer screen of the Geneva Emotion Wheel
During the experimental procedure, the participants assess their emotional states using five
manikins (example in Figure 3) for each dimension of Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance.

Fig. 3. The manikins of the 9-point scale SAM Test as presented during the experimental
procedure. The verbal expressions of “Pleasure”, “Arousal” and “Dominance” do not
appear during the experimental procedure
There are no verbal expressions to assess their emotional states. The participants can choose
from at least 5 selections of manikins. In some studies (Morris, 1995; Tsonos et al., 2008) are
presented by larger scales of 9-points to 25-points. For example, in a 9-point scale there are 5
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points of selection for the images and 4 points as interval values. The choice of the scale
depends on the design of the experimental procedure and the number of the participants. If
there is a need for more accuracy for the results a 9-point scale or greater should be selected.
The scale of the experimental procedure is proportional to the number of subjects needed for
acceptable statistical results.
For the emotional state of “Pleasure”, the rating begins from a happy, smiling manikin to an
unhappy, frowning one. For the “Arousal” dimension the aroused pole is represented by a
highly energetic manikin and the other pole is represented by a relaxed and eyes-closed one,
while for “Dominance” the controlled and in-control poles are represented by a small and
large manikin respectively.
The answers of the participants can be transformed from the 1-5 point scale (or 1-9 point
scale, e.t.c.) into a dimensional space of [-1,1] or [-100%,100%]. Using the percentage
approach we are able to distinguish how much an emotional state has been varied from the
neutral state (the value “zero” represents the neutral state in both spaces).
3.2 Using SAM test as an experimental tool in artificial intelligence: case studies
Using SAM test we can have two different results that are closely related, the dimensional
perspective of emotions and the emotions. Using only one experimental procedure, the
researcher is able to have two approaches on his research.
Conducting this kind of test, modeling the emotions and emotional states of the
participants, on specific projected stimuli, is feasible.
In (Grimm et al., 2006; Grimm et al., 2007a; Grimm et al., 2007b) a system was implemented
for the automated estimation of emotion primitives (the dimensional approach) from speech
using acoustic features.
There is also a study on the automated detection of pleasant and unpleasant emotions in
spoken dialogs (Chul & Narayanan, 2005) obtained from a call center application.
Busso (Busso et al., 2007) modeled head motion sequences in expressive facial animations,
analyzing them in terms of their naturalness and emotional salience in perception (SAM test
is used for the evaluation of the results).
3.3 Description of the experimental procedure
In this paragraph we present a version of the SAM experimental procedure, designed for
our experimental needs, following the paper and pencil IAPS Guidelines (Lang et al., 2005).
The automated procedure helps to create an easy of use experiment and the rapid collection
and process of the results.
For the development of the procedure, PHP was used on an Apache Web Server and
MySQL. PHP allowed us to develop dynamic web pages, for the presentation of the stimuli,
and to automate the registration of the participants’ answers. The answers were stored in a
database (MySQL). Before the experimental procedure began, participants read a short
description of the purpose of our study and explicitly tutored in the emotional states theory.
Certain guidelines were followed for all participants during the experimental procedure
(Lang 2005). They were given ample time to read the instructions and freely ask the
instructors for any additional information or clarification. Also, they were asked to complete
an electronic form with some personal information, for example about their age, education
level, for any visual problems, and also if she/he agrees to participate in the experimental
procedure.
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The participants were familiarized with the test before the actual experimental procedure.
Each stimulus was presented for a few seconds after which the participant was asked to
complete the form with the manikins as presented in Figure 3. By pressing the “continue”
button, she/he was presented with the next stimulus and so on. The presentation of the
stimuli was in the same random sequence to all the participants.

Fig. 4. Extracting the emotion using the SAM Test. Using the manikins, participants assess
their emotional state. The 9-point scale values are converted into a percentage scale and then
mapped on to the emotion wheel for the verbal-semantic representation of the emotion

4. Text typography in documents
The origin of the word “Typography” comes from the Greek word “Τυπογραφία” which is
derived from the words “τύπος” (’’τύπτω’’ = to strike) and “γράφω” (=to write). Through
centuries, typography has evolved using different techniques. In 20th century, Computer
and Information Science created a new framework for the typography. Using computers, the
layout designers of books, magazines etc. can create good aesthetic and functional results on
documents in a very short time.
But in the last few years the concept “typography” has been changed due to the wide spread
of computers and internet. Most computer users and readers prefer to read documents from
their computer screens. The classic printed documents are transformed into electronic
documents. Readers are given the possibility and functionality to interact with content of
electronic documents. The reader can search specific sentences or phrases in the document,
request for a summarization of specific parts of the document and browse a collection of
documents.
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In this section we will describe how the typographic elements can be categorized and how
these elements or their combination affect the readability of the document.
4.1 Classification and usage of typographic elements
There are many efforts that categorize and classify the typographic elements, either in
printed or electronic documents, according to the needs of each study. W3C (W3C, 2008a),
DAISY/NISO (DAISY, 2008; ANSI/NISO, 2008) standard and Open Document Format
(ODF) by (OASIS, 2008) are the three major contributors towards that classification.
In our study, the elements are categorized using the guidelines provided by these standards.
The typographic elements of the documents will be mentioned as meta-data. These metadata can be categorized in (Tsonos et al., 2007a):
•
Text Formatting,
•
Text Structure,
•
Text Layout,
•
Non-textual (Figures, Drawing, Pictures, Logos etc).
Text Formatting meta-data include the formation elements of the text, typesetting elements
and font elements (like bold, italics, font size). Text Structure meta-data specify the attribute
of a part of the document (chapter, title, paragraph e.t.c.), while the Text Layout meta-data
describes the visual layout of the text (like columns, headlines, borders). The text with the
formation and structural metadata can be combined with other non-textual metadata, such
as figures, drawing etc.
One can notice that there is a relation between these elements. For example, a title (text
structure) element may have a 16pt font size (text formatting) and placed in a text column
(text layout). A subtitle element may have a smaller 14pt font size and placed in a column,
but also under the title.
Often, textual features present purely logical structure information. For example, a piece of
text can be part of a list or footnote. However, frequently, the use of these features has the
purpose of communicating semantic information to the reader. Examples of such purposes
are: giving emphasis to an important piece of text; focusing the readers’ attention to the
central point of an article; highlighting a name entity like the title of a movie and so on. This
classification can help the creation of sophisticated document manipulation tools including
an enhanced audio representation of the document.
Recently there was an attempt to produce an automatic extraction system of semantic
information based only on the document layout, without the use of natural language
processing (Fourli-Kartsouni et al, 2007). However, there are several studies on the
automatic identification of logical structure of documents e.g. (Conway, 1993; Yamashita et
al., 1991; Derrien-Peden, 1991; Krishnamoorthy, 1993). Most traditional approaches in this
field have employed deterministic methods (decision trees, formal grammars) (Mao et al.,
2003; Tsujimoto & Asada, 1990; Derrien-Peden, 1991), which may suffer from poor
performance due to noise and uncertainty. In addition, such approaches create models which
are not flexible to domain changes and cannot easily evolve in the presence of new evidence.
In order to overcome such limitations, Fourli-Kartsouni (Fourli-Kartsouni et al, 2007)
employed a probabilistic approach based on Bayesian networks trained on a series of
labelled documents. Bayesian networks offer a significant tolerance to noise and uncertainty,
they can capture the underlying class structure residing in the data and they can be trained
on examples, thus adapting to existing and future evidence.
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4.2 How typographic elements affect reader’s emotional state, comprehension and
navigation in electronic documents?
E-documents have exceeded documents in printed format by providing several
functionalities to the reader like browsing, navigation, searching, highlighting and
multimedia facilities. The meta-data and the way it is combined, has specific meaning for
each reader in different documents (Küpper, 1989; Holmberg, 2004) and the way the
document is read (Holmqvist et al. 2003; Holmqvist & Wartenberg, 2005). The authors
utilize structural and layout meta-data to personalize the content. The style of a document
sets the typographic rules, used more often in technical or scientific papers and reports than
in magazines. There are also studies on how the combination of colours on a page and the
different type of style on text, affects the readers’ emotional state and the readability of the
document (Laarni, 2003), the meaning (Küpper, 1989; Holmberg, 2004) and the reader
comprehension.
Emotions and the emotional state of the reader depend on document structure, layout and
text formatting. Multiple combinations of colours (Birren, 1984), font size, type and style in a
document affects the emotional state (Sánchez et al., 2006; Sánchez et al., 2005) and
consequently the readability of the document (Laarni, 2003; Saari et al., 2004) not only in
printed but also in electronic format (Larson, 2007).

5. Extraction and modeling reader’s emotional state
5.1 Proposed architecture
Based on the SAM test, we proposed an XML-based architecture for the real-time extraction
of reader’s emotional state excluding any content and/or domain dependent information
from the input documents (Tsonos et al., 2007b). Figure 5 illustrates a diagram of the system
architecture. The proposed system is designed to process all types of documents in printed
or electronic format. The Markup Normalization Module converts all non-tagged
documents as well as tagged (not conforming to the DAISY/NISO format) into tagged
compliant to DAISY/NISO format. Printed documents are scanned and parsed through an
OCR system so to be digitized and exported in a tagged format. Documents being already in
a tagged format include meta-data about the format and the structure of the text. All these
have to be normalized to the required meta-data and file type (DAISY/NISO standard).
The documents, in the desired format, can be processed by the Emotional State Extraction
Module. This module is implemented using the model derived by several experimental
procedures on how the reader is affected by the document metadata provided in paragraph
4.1 . The experimental procedure is similar to one described in 3.2 . Conducting multiple
experiments using SAM Test we are able to distinguish the way each document element
affects the reader’s emotional state but also their combination. For the readers’ emotional
state modelling in paragraph 5.3, the results from ongoing experiments and how the
readers’ emotional states varying according to font type, size and color, background color
and typesetting elements are presented. Future work may reveal the need of a rule based
model or a statistical one.
The Emotional State Extraction Module produces an XML file, the Emotional-ML. This file
contains the content of the documents but also the initial tagging (after markup
normalization) and the emotional state annotation. Currently, there is an effort to create a
new markup language by W3C Emotion Markup Language Incubator Group. The group
will discuss and propose scientifically valid representations of several aspects of emotional
states that appear to be relevant for a number of use cases (W3C, 2008b).
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Fig. 5. The proposed architecture for the real-time extraction of reader’s emotional state
5.2 Experimental methodology
For the reader’s emotional state modelling, an experimental procedure has been created
according to 3.2, assessing 15 participants. Fifty-four combinations of font and typesetting
elements, projected on identical LCD displays in 1024x768 resolution, were investigated on
an emotionally neutral Greek text similar to one used by Hill & Scharff (Hill & Scharff,
1997). These are:
•
Plain text in font sizes 9pt, 10pt, 11pt, 12pt, 13pt, 14pt, 15pt, 16pt, 18pt, 26pt, and 32pt.
and font type Times New Roman.
•
Plain, bold, italics, bold-italics in size 16pt. in both Arial and Times New Roman, in
color combinations as proposed in (Laarni, 2003) and (Hill & Scharff, 1997) (see Table 1).
During the experimental procedure, the presentation of some stimuli was repeated for two
or three times, in order to correlate the dependency of the previously presented
combinations of typographic elements to the current reader’s emotional response. All
stimuli were displayed in a random sequence for approximately 15 seconds. In the following
screen participants were asked to assess their emotional state on a 9-point PAD scale using
the manikins provided by the SAM test.
The duration of each experimental procedure was 20-30 minutes, depending on the
participant response time.
5.3 Results
The results indicated that during the experimental procedure, the participants were mostly
influenced by the font/background colour combinations and the font size rather than by the
typesetting elements and font type. For the later, a new experimental procedure should be
designed and implemented that will clearly distinguish the affect of these elements to the
emotional states.
Previously studied (Laarni, 2003) font and background color combinations as stimuli in the
experimental procedure, was to investigate the hypothesis and the confirmation of the
results that the SAM test is cross-cultural and language independent (Morris, 1995) test.
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The mean values of the emotional states are displayed in Figure 6. According to (Laarni,
2003) and the presented experiment, the outcome can be summarized as:
•
Red on Green (RG) color combinations are the most arousing and less pleasant.
•
Black on White (BW) color combination has the lowest mean arousal value.
•
White on Blue (WU), Green on Yellow (GY) and Black on White (BW) are the most
pleasant combinations.
Abbreviation
YU
WB
GY
BW
BG
RG
WU

Font Color
Yellow
White
Green
Black
Black
Red
White

Background Color
Blue
Black
Yellow
White
Grey
Green
Blue

Table 1. The explaination of the abbreviations used in Fig. 6
The font size has a great impact to the reader’s emotional state and especially to “Pleasure”
and “Dominance” dimensions as presented in Figure 7. The “small-size fonts” (9 to 13
points) can be characterized as unpleasant and aroused. The “medium-size fonts” (14 to 27
points) are considered to be the most pleasant and calm. The “large-size fonts” (27 points
and higher) have similar impact with “small size fonts”.

Fig. 6. The font and background colour combinations on “Pleasure” and “Arousal” grid. The
abbreviation of the colour combinations are explained in Table 1
The statistical analysis of our results, is based on the approach used by (Grimm & Kroschel,
2005) on listeners’ emotional state assessment. From equations (1), (2), (3) and (4), the
resulting mean values of the participants-evaluators confidence scores ( rk ) are shown in
Table 2
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Fig. 7. The distribution of the impact of font size on the 3 dimensions of “Pleasure”,
”Arousal” and ”Dominance”
Mean Values
Number of
evaluators
15

rkP

Age

for “Pleasure”

26,3

rkA for “Arousal”

rkD for “Dominance”

0,51

0,53

0,59

Table 2. The participants mean confidence score for each dimension

xnMLE ,( i ) =

μ k( i ) =

μ MLE ,( i ) =
N

rk =

∑(x

(i )
n ,k

n =1

N

∑(x
n =1

(i )
n ,k

1 K (i )
∑ xn,k
K k =1

(1)

1 N (i )
∑ xn , k
N n =1

(2)

1 N MLE ,( i )
∑ xn
N n =1

(3)

− μk( i ) )( xnMLE ,( i ) − μ MLE ,( i ) )

− μk( i ) )2

N

∑(x
n =1

MLE ,( i )
n

(4)

− μ MLE ,( i ) )2

An ideal evaluator is considered with rk( i ) = 1 and an unreliable one with rk( i ) < 0 . All
(i )
evaluators are reliable ( rk > 0 ).
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6. Conclusion, future work and potential applications
In this chapter we presented a theoretical survey on emotions and a methodology on how
reader’s emotional state can be modelled. The selection of the Self Assessment Manikin Test
and the dimensional approach for emotions led to a procedure for modelling the reader’s
emotional states on typesetting and font elements of e-documents. Documents contain many
more elements and their combinations as presented in 4.1 prior to the elements in our
experiment, for further experimentation.
The proposed modelling can be used in Artificial Intelligence for a number of applications.
For example, as proposed in (Tsonos et al., 2007b), we can use the emotionally annotated
documents for the multimodal accessibility of documents, focusing on the acoustic
modality. Expressive Speech Synthesis (IEEE, 2006) creates more physical results. The
dimensional approach of the emotions is also used in speech synthesis (Tsonos et al., 2007b)
(Schröder, 2006). In Figure 8 a proposed real-time system that automatically produces
emotional annotation to documents and conveys the visual elements into acoustic modality
using expressive speech synthesis is presented.
Future work includes the use of an e-TSA composer (Xydas & Kouroupetroglou, 2001a,
2001b) (Xydas et al, 2005) on the DEMOSTHeNES Text-to-Speech platform (Xydas &
Kouroupetroglou, 2001c) and models for expressive speech synthesis as proposed by
Schröder (Schröder, 2006), for acoustic rendition of emotionally annotated documents.

Fig. 8. The proposed architecture produces automatically emotional state annotation and
uses Expressive Speech Synthesis for the acoustic production of documents
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